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Tyrion Nightstorm

Tyrion Nightstorm is an ancient pirate from the days of the Old Republic. He and his sister Tyroshi

worked together for 

the first 100-200 eyars of their lives. They terrorised the space ways and broguht down the official wrath

of the Old 

Republic on them. Being pursued by Republic Naval forces, they ran deep into the unknown regions and

came upon an ancient 

and proud race known as the Aisharia. The Aisharia were at war with another advanced race in the

unknown regions and 

needed help. The Aisharia were master ship builders, but they were getting to a point at which the crew

was harder to get 

than the ship. The Aisharia built tyroshi and Tyrion each a ship in return for their promise to help them

fight their 

enemy. Once the ships were finished though, Tyrion  used it to raze one of the Aisharia cities to the

ground. Tyrion and 

Tyroshi fled back to Old Republic space. Tyroshi was mad at her brother's behavior and they ahd a

fallout in which they 

went their seperate ways.

Tyrion went on pillaging the galaxy in his new ship. He was of an unknown race that had great pwoers.

He could manipulate 

certain fields of energy so he could fly, hurls blasts of energy at people and so forth. Using his pwoers,

combat skill, 

and intelligence he made a big name for himself once more in the Old Republic. The Old Republic sent

forces after him 

again and again but the few times he was found, no one survived to tell the tale. Evntualy he become so

famed that people 

stopped beleiving in him, especialy scicne the time of his fame spanned more than 400 years. It became

popular belief that 

Tyrion never existed, that it was jsut the name given to a phantom priate that didn't get caught. Tyrion

used this to his 

advanatge and began lying low during the clone wars. When palpatine began his extermination, he

feared he mgiht be 

msitaken for a jedi so he fled. He went to the Unknown regions and found that where the Aisharia had

been was now settled 

space. He also learned that the Aisharia and their enemies had set eachother back hundreds of eyars in

terms of 

development, leaving them at about the same level as the rest of the galaxy. After Endor, Tyrion returned

and made his way 



to the Palvar Sector. He has begun resuming his trade at the fringes of the sector while evading the PDF.

Character Name: Tyrion Nightstorm

Type: Pirate

Species: Unknown

Sex: Male

Age: 1803 standard years

Height: 6'1"

Weight: 175 lbs

Physical Description: Tyrion is tall with a lean athletic build. He has a smooth angular face, with vibrant

green eyes, 

and electric blue hair that comes up in a group of spikes in the front. His ears are pointed like an elf's,

and his whole 

body seems angular yet smooth at the same time. He wears mid-calf length boots, black trousers, a

black tanktop, and a 

dark blue vest. A blaster bolt loosely hangs at one hip, and a vibro-rapier at another.

DEXTERITY: 4D

        Archaic Guns: 7D+1

        Blaster: 7D

        Dodge: 7D+2

        Melee Combat: 9D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 3D

        Alien Species: 7D

        Intimidation: 6D

        Languages: 5D+2

        Survival: 5D+1

        Willpower: 6D+2

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Ground Vehicle Operation: 3D+1

        Capitalship Piloting: 6D

        Capitalship Gunnery: 5D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D+2

        Con: 6D

        Bargain: 5D+1

STRENGTH: 3D+2

        Acrobatics: 8D

        Brawling: 5D+2

        Stamina: 6D

        Climbing/Jumping: 6D+1

TECHNICAL: 2D+1



Energy 5D+2

        Flight 7D

        Energy attack 8D+1

Move: 12 (walking); 18 (flight)

Character Points: 89

Force Sensitive: No

Force Points: 2

Dark Side Points: 35

Equipment: 

Special Skills:

Flight: This skill is like running except it is used for flying at high speeds instead of running.

Energy Attack: This skill is sued to form a ball fo energy in one hand and then fling it. The skill is sued for

To Hit 

rolls, while the Energy attribute is used for damage.

Special Abilities:

Immortality: Tyrion Nightstorm is partialy immortal. He has an icnredibly advanced immune system and a

regenerative factor 

that keeps him alive. He is immune to all forms of disease and posion. He will not die of old age. If he is

maimed in some 

way he may take a full action and regenerate the lost limb and all levels of wounding on him are

removed. he may not use 

this ability UNLESS he is maimed.

Magnetics: Tyrion can manipulate magnetic fields. This ability uses the base energy Attribute for

enccesary rolls. it can 

be used to manipulate metal objects like Telekinesis or can bend them using the Energy Attribute as an

effective strength 

roll. He may also release waves of Electro-Magnetic energy that do Ionization damage equal to his

energy attribute.

Story Factors:

Reputation: Tyrion and Tyroshi are two of the most infamous pirates in tehe galaxy. They have become

so famous they are 

though of as legends used when an unknown pirate makes a strike. 
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